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Learning outcomes
After studying this learning unit, you should be able to:

● identify the styles, lines and details used for shaping a garment
● analyse design features related to the body shape and fit

This learning unit refers to the following chapters in your textbook:

SHAEFFER, C. (2014). Sewing for the apparel industry. 2nd ed. Pearson Education Limited:
Chapter 12

INTRODUCTION
Fabric is two-dimensional, yet the human body is three-dimensional. Shaping devices have
been developed to create garments that adapt fabric to the body shape. No two persons’
bodies are the same and individual sizes and shapes differ from top to bottom and all
around. In order to fit each individual’s curves, fullness should be provided in certain areas,
such as at the bust or hip, and this fullness should be disposed of elsewhere, such as at a
yoke, shoulder line, or the waist.

A major shaping device is a dart, which is used at the waist, hip and bust area to
incorporate the contour of the body. Shaping devices used in garment production include
the following: darts, tucks, pleats, gathers, easing, elastic, drawcord, lacing, princess seam,
gore, yoke, godet, gusset, slit or vent. For the purpose of this module we will look at darts,
princess seams, tucks, pleats, gathering and easing. For pictures of the different shaping
devices, consult your prescribed and recommended textbooks.
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4.1 DARTS
Darts are stitched from the widest part of the dart to the point. The last couple of stitches
are taken right to the edge, parallel to the fold in the fabric. Backstitching may be done at
the wide end, but the threads should be secured by knotting at the point of the dart.

Vertical darts are pressed either to the side or to the middle, but not to both directions in
the same garment! Press horizontal darts downwards.

Darts in heavy fabrics should be cut open, pressed, and the raw edges finished by
overcasting.

Pay special attention to Box 1: Dart terminology on p191 in the prescribed textbook, as well
as Box 4: Evaluation Guidelines for Darts on p198.

4.2 PRINCESS SEAM
A princess seam is shaped to provide fullness where needed. It consists of an outward
curve at the bust, an inward curve at the waist and an outward curve at the hips. This
appearance can be very graceful and flattering, but needs careful sewing and pressing.

4.3 TUCKS
Tucks are the take-up of fabric by stitching through parallel folds, usually evenly spaced.
They add to production costs because they require extra labour to sew and press them.
Carefully study the different types of tucks illustrated below. We differentiate between
blind tucks, spaced tucks, pin tucks, shell tucks, corded tucks, cross tucks, and dart (or
released) tucks.

4.4 PLEATS
Pleats are various folds of fabric that are formed by doubling the fabric back on itself,
fixed at one end by pressing, stitching, or anchoring in a seam, and released at the other
end. Pleats are used at the waist, shoulder, across the back, and at the hipline for fitting.
They can be used elsewhere for detail. There are four types of pleats: knife pleats, box
pleats, inverted pleats and accordion pleats.

4.4.1 Knife pleats
Knife pleats are single pleats that are up to 2,5 cm wide, turned in the same direction. If
wider that 2,5 cm then they are called flat or side pleats. These pleats are not suitable for
stretchy, bulky or napped fabrics with which it is hard to achieve a crisp press. Knife pleats
are best suited for woven fabrics that can take a sharp press.

4.4.2 Box pleats and inverted pleats
These pleats are evenly spaced and pressed in alternate directions. The inverted pleat is
one in which the folds of fabric meet each other at a central point on the face side of the
garment. With a box pleat the fabric folds toward the sides of a central point on the face
side of the garment.

4.4.3 Mechanically engineered pleats
A variety of narrow pleats are formed with special equipment and are heatset permanently.
Accordion pleating creates a narrow pleat that fits close to the body. Sunburst pleating creates a
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pleat that is smaller at the top but larger at the hem. Crystal pleats are a series of very
narrow parallel pleats.

4.5 GATHERING
Gathering is the control of a predetermined amount of fullness drawn up to correspond to
a smaller adjoining seam line or measurement. It is suitable for soft, pliable fabrics. It is
important to determine the gathering ratio, which means “how much gathering” is needed to
create the desired look. A common place to start is 1:1.5, or 1½ times the amount of
fabric for the gathered section than for the flat section. More or less fabric can be used.

Gathers are created by sewing two parallel rows of lockstitch in the longest possible stitch
length, and then pulling the bottom threads creating the folds in the fabric until it is the
same length as the other pattern piece. Another way of gathering occurs when extended
elastic is sewn to fabric; gathers are formed when the elastic relaxes. Gathers are also often
controlled by a drawcord or drawstring in a casing, which is a tunnel of fabric.

4.6 EASING
Easing also known as crimping (see Box 6 on p111 in the prescribed textbook) is similar to
gathering but no little pleats or folds should be visible. It is used to join two seamlines of
slightly different lengths. Easing is mostly used when setting in a sleeve with a smooth
sleeve head. It is very important that you understand the difference between easing and
gathering.

ACTIVITY 4.1
4.1.1 Find five (5) pictures of garments which have the various methods of disposing full-

ness. These can be pictures of your own garments or from magazines or textbooks.
Complete the table below. Please note where a specific name is required for ex-
ample, accordion pleats.

Picture Method of disposal of fullness

4.1.2 Explain the difference between gathering and easing.
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